Super Speed Inflators
Instruction Sheet

Dual Super Speed Inflator
Triple Super Speed Inflator

Inflator Hook-Up
1. Properly secure the cylinder. See safety tip below for details.
2. Hand-tighten the inflator to the cylinder by turning the handwheel
clockwise. For best results, hold the inflator at a 45 degree angle and
when the connection starts to get tight pull the inflator down to the
proper horizontal position and firmly tighten in place.
3. Slowly open the cylinder valve. The cylinder pressure will lock the inflator in place. If the inflator should loosen during use, close the cylinder
valve, release the pressure from the inflator, and repeat step 1.

Balloon Inflation
1. Place balloon over inflating outlet and press downward. The brass
extension outlets allow for fast inflation without distorting the shape of
the balloon.
2. When balloon has reached the desired size, remove it from the outlet.
Tie balloon using Conwin's balloon tying discs. See other side for
instructions.
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Inflator Removal
1. Close the cylinder valve firmly.
2. Release the pressure by pushing down on the balloon inflating outlet.
3. Unscrew hand-tight connection. For extra leverage, push inflator arm
upward in a counter-clockwise motion while unscrewing inflator from
cylinder.
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Replacement Ribbon Cutters
The Ribbon Cutter is easily replaced when
blade gets dull. Available from your
authorized Conwin Distributor. (4 pack)

Replacement Balloon Tyer Post
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IMPORTANT SAFETY TIP: To insure worker safety, cylinders should always be secured in the work area and during transportation. Conwin’s Cylinder Safety
Stand and Cylinder Safety Wall Bracket secure all size cylinders and meet required safety standards.

Features durable steel
construction designed
to support all size
cylinders. A must for
worker safety in the
shop and on the job.

Provides an economical
solution to securing
cylinders in the work
area. Also works well
when mounted to floor
of delivery van to
secure cylinder during
transport.

Grip-Strips

Conwin Balloon
Tying Discs

The strips grip the ribbon while
you are on the job or at the
shop. The adhesive backing
allows for convenient placement on any clean surface.

The Fast and Easy Way to Tie Balloons!

Benefits:

Item #32070

• Increase productivity by attaching ribbon and tying balloon.
• Prevent sore fingers from hand-tying balloons.
• Designed for use with latex balloons up to 16 inches.

Grip-Tabs
Ideal for centerpieces, simply
stick the Grip-Tabs to any
clean surface and tie on the
balloons. Super Grip-Tabs are
also available for larger
boquets.
Item #32190

Discs available in convenient 100 packs and 1000 packs.
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Feed curling ribbon through ribbon guide hole located under
tying post. Place the balloon
disc on tying post.
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Hold the stretched balloon neck and
ribbon together in your left hand.
Place your fingers behind the tying
disc and slide the disc over the neck
of the balloon.
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Hold the inflated balloon in your left
hand. With your right hand, pinch
the neck of the balloon and the ribbon together and stretch both
around the end of the tying post.

Conwin’s Grip-It Balloon
Holder Item #32190
1
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Slide tying disc down approximately one inch on the neck of the balloon. Remove tied balloon from
post and cut the ribbon on the convenient ribbon cutter.

1. Clamp the Grip-It
Balloon Holder to
any convenient
counter top.

Conwin’s Archline
Dispenser Pack

3. Half twist the ribbon and press it firmly into the spring coil.
This insures firm
spring grip on ribbon.

Grips balloons securely and is
unaffected by temperature. Will
not stretch. Easier to work with
than fishing line.
Available in 50# and 150# test.

It's easy to dispense your archline with
our convenient pack! It clips right onto
your belt, keeping your hands free
while you work

Service & Warranty

2. Slide the ribbon
sideways into the
spring coil.

Conwin’s Archlines

Item #36050

For assistance with service & repair
issues, or for warranty information,
please visit ConwinOnline.com,
or call (818)246.9233
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...and more!

Conwin’s Masterpiece Series Videos
These exciting instructional videos
feature the industry's top balloon
artists sharing their secrets of the
trade on everything from the latest
decorating techniques to business
management and marketing skills.
Visit ConwinOnline.com to see our
complete line of educational videos.
04042006

Visit www.ConwinOnline.com today!

